Targeted Metagenomics:
What may we expect from comparison of technologies ?
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INTRODUCTION
► Targeted metagenomics makes it possible to establish an inventory of the organisms present in
complex environments.
► The most commonly used method consists of sequencing a variable region of the 16S rRNA (V3-V4
region for example) using Illumina technology.
► New 16S library preparation kits have been developed to improve specificity : Swift (SWIFT
Biosciences), LoopSeq (Loop Genomics) and Nanopore (16S Barcoding) kits.

Figure 1: Targed 16s rRNA
regions with each method

RESULTS
► Recall and Precision Indices were used to estimate accuracy through

F-measure (Figure 3A-B)
► Genus level, Zymo: all methods found all expected results but V3-V4 and Swift
methods contain several false positive identifications (respectively 1 and 4)
► Species level, Zymo: Swift and LoopSeq are the best methods to find out the
expected species (7 identified species versus 6 and 5 with Nanopore and V3-V4
method respectively), LoopSeq and Nanopore are more precise than Swift (0, 0
and 4 false positive species, respectively)
► Genus level, Home: V3-V4 missed 1 genus, the 4 methods have perfect
precision.
► Species level, Home: LoopSeq missed only 1 species instead of 6 and 8 for
Nanopore and V3-V4. Loopseq is more precise than V3-V4 and Nanopore (1, 2 and
3 False Positive respectively).
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Our objective was to compare Illumina sequencing of the V3-V4 region of the 16S rRNA of two artificial
communities (mixture of known bacterial species) with new commercially kits developed by SWIFT
Biosciences, Loop Genomics and Oxford Nanopore Technologies (Figure 1).
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METHODS
► Two artificial communities (mock) were used as a reference (expected results):
► ZymoBIOMICS Microbial Community DNA Standard (Zymo): 8 bacteria species
► Home made mock (Home): DNA of 14 bacteria species representing 12 distinct genus
► Four different 16S libraries preparations were used :
► Classical V3-V4 : amplification of the 16S rRNA V3-V4 regions from Zymo and Home mock
► Swift (SWIFT Biosciences; SWIFT Amplicon 16S + ITS panel) : amplification of the 16S rRNA
V1-V2; V3-V4; V4-V5 and V8-V9 regions from Zymo mock only.
► LoopSeq (Loop Genomics; LoopSeq 16S & 18S Microbiome SSC 24-plex) : amplification of
the entire 16S (from V1 to V9 region of the 16S rRNA) from Zymo and Home mock.
► Oxford Nanopore Technologies (16S Barcoding Kit) : amplification of the entire 16S (from V1
to V9 region of the 16S rRNA) from Zymo and Home mock.
► The analysis was carried out from the raw data to reconstruct OTUs and taxonomic tables (Figure 2).

Figure 3: 3A - F-measures comparisons between V3-V4, Swift, LoopSeq and Nanopore methods at
the genus and species levels on ZymoBIOMICS mock ; 3B - F-measures comparisons between V3V4, LoopSeq and Nanopore methods at the genus and species levels on « Home Made » mock.

► Relative abundance comparison on Zymo mock (Figure 4)
► Genus level:
Nanopore, Swift, LoopSeq performed
better than V3-V4. Swift identified
genera better than LoopSeq but this
difference is only due to one underrepresented genus.
► Species level:
LoopSeq performed better than the
other three methods. We can explain
these less accurate results for
Nanopore, V3-V4 and Swift by the
higher number of false negative
result at species level for these
technologies.

Figure 4: Relative abundance comparisons between
V3-V4, Swift, LoopSeq and Nanopore methods
based on the Absolute Error mesures estimated at
the genus and species levels on ZymoBIOMICS
mock.

CONCLUSION
► V3-V4, Swift, LoopSeq and Nanopore methods perform well at the genus level, but
notable differences were identified at the species level.
► LoopSeq is the most accurate method to determine microbial community composition
at the genus and species levels. It is also the most reliable method for estimating the
relative abundances of the different taxa at the species level. It is also the most expensive
method.
Figure 2: Method workflow

► We compared the results obtained by each of the
methods with the expected taxonomic composition of the
mock to assess the resolution of the 4 methods at the genus
and species levels.
►Different indices (Recall, Precision, F-Measure and Mean
Absolute Error) were calculated based on:
► TP (True Positive): Taxon expected and found in results.
► FP (False Positive): Taxon not expected but found in results.
► FN (False Negative): Taxon expected but not found in results.

► We
recommend
to
properly evaluate the different
methods according to the
objective or the biological
question addressed and the
available budget. PGTB can
help you to decide between
alternative approaches.
Precision, recall but also cost
per sample, or protocol
complexity have to be taken
into account (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Multifactorial comparisons of the V3-V4, Swift, LoopSeq
and Nanopore methods. Precision, recall and relative abundance
estimation were evaluated at the species level.
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